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- But: there exist tools to draw them straight from LaTeX **TikZ**!
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  - It can produce reusable PDF images.
Contribution

An online repository of TikZ figures.

http://www.di.ens.fr/~jean/latex_crypto/
Example

You look for the round function of the PRESENT block cipher.
\begin{document}
\begin{tikzpicture}

% Subkey XORs
\foreach \z in {0,...,63} {
  \node[XOR, scale=0.8] (xor\z) at ($\z*(0.75em, 0)$) {};
  \node[XOR, scale=0.8] (xorr\z) at ($\z*(0.75em, 0)+(0,-9em)$) {};
}

% Nodes positions
\foreach \z in {0,...,63} {
  \node (i\z) [above = 0.75em of xor\z] {};
  \node (o\z) [below = 2.5em of xor\z] {};
  \node (ii\z) [above = 0.25em of xorr\z] {};
  \node (oo\z) [below = 3em of xorr\z] {};
  \node (t\z) [below = 4em of oo\z] {};
  \draw[thick] (i\z) -- (xor\z);
}

% Permutation layer
\foreach \z [evaluate=\z as \zz using {int(mod(16*\z, 63))}] in {0,...,62} {
  \draw[thick] (xor\z) -- (o\z.center) -- (ii\zz.center) -- (xorr\zz) -- (oo\zz);
  \draw[thick] (oo\z.north) -- (t\zz.south) -- +(0,-0.5em);
}
\draw[thick] (xor63) -- (o63.center) -- (ii63.center) -- (xorr63) -- (oo63);
\draw[thick] (oo63.north) -- (t63.south) -- +(0,-0.5em);

% SBoxes
\foreach \z in {0,...,15} {
  \node[draw,thick,minimum width=2.75em,minimum height=2em,fill=white] (p4) at ($\z*(3em,0) + (1.1em,-2em)$) {$SS$};
  \node[draw,thick,minimum width=2.75em,minimum height=2em,fill=white] (p4) at ($\z*(3em,0) + (1.1em,-11em)$) {$SS$};
}

\node[left = 0em of xor0] {$k_{i}$};
\node[left = 0em of xorr0] {$k_{i+1}$};
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{document}
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- Already online
  
  http://www.di.ens.fr/~jean/latex_crypto/

- Currently
  - About 100 different pictures.
  - All share (almost) the same look.
  - Mostly symmetric-key related content.

- Goals
  - Help the crypto community write better papers.
  - Gather all crypto-related pictures in a single place.
  - Encourage you to submit and share your crypto figures!
http://www.di.ens.fr/~jean/latex_cRYPTO/